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1st place Team 
Critical Thinking

2nd place Art 
History Quiz Bowl

Congrats to the VAC (Visual Arts Classic) Team!

2nd place overall



Team Critical Thinking Challenge
Ashland VAC Team's Award Winning Critical Thinking Presentation

Give us a 2-3 minute tour of the studio space Frank Lloyd Wright built for another 
artist on this year’s list. Explain how the elements of the space and its furnishings 
suit its new resident.
Size: Performance space dependent; 2-3 min. in length.
Materials: 
● Variety of paper & cardboard including: large corrugated pieces, toilet paper 

and paper towel tubes.
● Exacto knives WITH A CUTTING SURFACE
● Scissors
● Large, bold, non-toxic, odorless markers (NO ink pot markers)
● String and yarn
● Packaging tape, masking tape, various duct tapes



Handmade trophies for team events, made by 
Wisconsin Artist Joe Clark.

These are the 

trophies the 

Ashland Team 

won!



Long Term Projects
Prior to the Regional students select a prompt from one of 
eleven studio categories. They create a project that solves 
their particular prompt. They support their aesthetic choices 
through writing an artist explanation. The Long Term projects 
are judged by professional artists, college professors and 
college level student artists.



Long Term Drawing Prompt
Choose an iconic location within your town or community. Draw this location using 
your own artistic style. Bring 2-3 reference photos printed on one piece of paper of 
the location you are representing to leave with your piece for judging.
Size & Finishing: Maximum artwork 12” x 18” Matted or mounted with a white 2” 
border
Materials:
● Your choice of drawing paper
● Drawing and drafting tools as appropriate to the media used
● Any nontoxic traditional dry drawing media (pen and ink, pencils, chalk, 

charcoal, pastels, and/or, colored pencil)



Vince Brotherton, Long Term Drawing, 2nd Place

Artist Explanation: “I choose the 
Ashland Bay theater because it’s 
been in Ashland for many years. The 
theater has brought together friends 
and other people in the community. I 
chose to only color the banner of the 
theater because that’s the only thing 
about the theater that hasn’t changed 
over time.”



Erica Maclin, Long Term 
Drawing, 2nd Place

Artist Explanation: “I chose the 
Ashland Band Shell because it is one 
of the first historical landmarks that 
you see when you enter Ashland.

I used pencil and oil pastel to create a 
cartoony version of the band shell. 
After continuously tapping the pastel 
on the paper it turned out great.

I drew the band shell the way I see it. 
If I were to describe the Band Shell to 
another person that does not live in 
this area I would say it looks like a 
shell with a beautiful American flag 
over your head, with an old brick path 
leading to the stage.”



Long Term Painting Prompt
You’ve been commissioned to create a piece for a statewide initiative called “The 
Best of Wisconsin.” Create a painting for display in a Wisconsin government 
building (a specific one or in general) that depicts the way you believe those in 
government as well as Wisconsin citizens should see the people of Wisconsin.
Size & Finish: Maximum artwork 16” x 20”. *If using watercolor paper - matted or 
mounted with 2” white border. 
Materials:
● Watercolor paper* (requires final matting or mounting with a 2” white border), 

stretched canvas, canvas panel, or masonite board; gessoed if appropriate. 
● Acrylic, watercolor, tempera, or oil paints



Emma Klaboe-Stephens, Long Term Painting, 1st 
Place

Artist Explanation: “We all have our own 
perception of Wisconsin. To some, it is a 
place they cannot wait to leave. To others, 
like me, Wisconsin is home. The art and 
medium of watercolor greatly correlates 
with life in small town, Wisconsin. The 
beauty of simplicity in each is what makes 
me love and appreciate living up North.”

“I have nature and art and poetry, and if 
that is not enough, what is enough?”     
-Vincent van Gogh



Marena Beilfus, Long Term Painting, 2nd Place

Artist Explanation: “For my VAC 
project I wanted to do something that 
related to the Native American 
Culture. I love learning about 
different cultures and although the 
tribes around Ashland do not 
traditionally wear headdresses I like 
the idea of using one on my 
silhouette because it added an 
element that I would not have been 
able to achieve without it.”



Long Term Printmaking Prompt
Remembering that Wisconsin is a very diverse state in landscapes, geography, 
culture, and ways of life, create a multi-color collagraph print of a “Wisconsin 
scene” in paint or ink.
Size & Finish: Maximum artwork 18” x 18”, matted or mounted with 2” white 
frame
Materials:
● Printing paper of any color
● Cardboard, Masonite, Thin Wood, Mat Board, Thin Metal, and/or Cardstock,
● Non-toxic liquid or hot glues, Spray Varnish
● Printing Ink and/or paint
● Fabrics/fibers, foam, string/yarn, natural materials and found objects / 

household objects
● Printmaking tools as needed



Julie Houle, Long Term Printmaking, 2nd Place

Artist Explanation
“I made a collagraph print that kinda looks 
like “The Bobber”. It's Wisconsin’s most 
beautiful fishing destination. I picked ”The 
Bobber” because I admire how the picture 
gives off a calming kind of relaxing feeling 
and I've always wanted to go there .  The 
items that I used for texture were bubble 
wrap for the sky, aluminum foil for the lake, 
beans and twigs were for the two little 
mountain/hills, the noodles were for the 
rock, and I used cedar for the trees.” 



Becca Pupp, Long Term Printmaking, 1st Place

Artist Explanation
“To solve the presented prompt of 
printmaking I recreated a scene I 
am personally quite familiar with, I 
see it when I step out my front 
door.  It's the Pupp Dairy Farm. 
This old rigidity barn is no longer in 
operation, it had a lifespan of two 
generations. My dad grew up on 
this farm, and so did I. Dairy 
farming is a monumental part of 
the culture and the economy of 
this land we share. “  



Long Term Ceramics Prompt
Research the “Frackelton Blue and Grey.” Use your research as inspiration to 
create an original Frackelton-like vessel which reflects your personal tastes or 
style.
Size: No dimension may exceed 16” (including spouts, handles, etc. Pieces are 
measured with lids ON if applicable.)
Materials:
● Kiln-fired clay and slip
● One light glaze
● One dark stain, colored slip, underglaze, or glaze



Bre Daoust, Long Term Ceramics, 2nd Place

Artist Explanation

“I hand built a jug to hold 
and pour liquids. I used an 
oatmeal colored 
underglaze, and indigo 
colored glaze for the lid and 
details on the sides. The 
colors of the jug and the 
style of the handle are 
inspired by Susan 
Frackelton. “



Long Term Sculpture Prompt
Research Folk Art Environments and then consider what you would create if 
making one. Create a sculpture to represent a part of that environment. Be sure to 
explain your research and the intended Folk Art Environment in your 4x6 card.
Size: Maximum 12” x 12” x 18” (height).
Materials:
● Any suitable sculpture material including found objects
● Non-toxic adhesives and fasteners appropriate for chosen sculptural material



DJ Ash Hart, Long Term Sculpture, 1st place

Artist Explanation: “I was 
inspired by local artist and wood 
carver, Bill Vienneau. I mixed the 
unique style of his pieces with my 
own medium. I began creating 
this piece with a chicken wire 
frame. On that I layered plaster, 
which I spray painted. I have 
named the final product “ Frank” 
or “The Tears of Nature.” The one 
runny eye depicts my internal 
feelings towards the abuse of 
nature.”



Long Term Graphic Design Prompt
Choose and research a state park, landmark, or registered historical site in 
Wisconsin. Using drawing media and tools, create one or more truly original 
typefaces/fonts. Use your type to create text as part of an 11” x 17” poster for your 
chosen place. You can create your poster digitally or by hand, but your type 
should be first designed with paper and pencil.
Provide the pencil sketches or any hand-cut stencils of your font for the judges to 
see.
Size & Finish: 11” x 17” artwork mounted or matted with a 2” white border.
Materials:
● Pen and ink, pencils, colored pencils, markers, and drawing tools
● Measuring implements and drafting tools
● Paper or illustration board
● Graphic design software of your choice



Eleanore Falck, Long Term Graphic Design, 1st 
place

Artist Explanation:
“When I was choosing which state park or land mark I 
wanted to make a poster for, I decided I wanted to draw 
something close to home. The Apostle Islands National 
Lakeshore and especially the sea caves were a great 
option since I have lots of personal experience with 
them. The sea caves are an exciting place to explore 
both in the winter and in the summer. I choose to draw 
them in the summer since I have not yet been able to see 
them at that time of year. The kayaker in the water 
represents the relationship humans have with the 
Apostle Islands National Lakeshore through recreation 
while the eagle represents the wildlife that lives there.”



Long Term Digital Photo Prompt
Choose an object within the natural environment of Wisconsin which is of great 
significance to you. Take a series of photos all of this same subject from a vast array of 
perspectives and choose six 3x3 images. You may use Photoshop or another 
image-editing software to enhance but not compositionally alter your image (except for 
cropping to select a 3” x 3” section).
Size & Finish: Mat your images as 3” x 3” squares with 1/2” spacing and a 2” outside 
border. 
Materials:
● Digital camera
● Image editing software -- Students may use editing software with which the artist has control 

and management of editing (e.g. Photoshop, GIMP, etc.). Students may not use automatic photo 
editing or “filtering” apps that lack advanced controls (e.g. Instagram, Vintager, smartphone swipe 
filters, etc.)

● Drawing tablet
● Suitable printer and photo quality paper



Morgan Meierotto, Long Term Digital Photo, 1st Place

Artist Explanation: “In Wisconsin during the winter months, ice forming is just a 
certainty. Lake Superior is a main contributor to this. If you’re out on the lake to witness 
the beauty, or to ice fish, it is a natural wonder. The people I hold near and dear in my 
heart seem to spend their lives on the ice throughout these time frames. When you are on 
the ice one thing is for sure. A devilish beauty surrounds you. What’s underneath the ice, 
which is depicted in the fourth picture from the left, is just as important as what’s above it. 
The ice, shielding us from the dangerously freezing water below, is mystifying in its own 
ways. All I can say is I am .. just a little girl who fell in love with the ice” 



Onsite Projects
At the VAC regional students utilize the materials they were 
asked to bring to solve a second prompt that they are 
provided with once they are in their respective studios. The 
students then have 2.5 hours to create a unique solution and 
write an artist explanation. These projects are accessed by 
the same judges while the students are at  the Team Critical 
Thinking Challenge.



Onsite Drawing Prompt
A publisher is producing a series of coloring books focusing on “Wisconsin 
Communities.” You have been asked to create a volume for this series about your 
unique Wisconsin community. Using your community photos as reference, 
illustrate the cover for your volume. Include the title for this volume in a style that 
reflects your community. Color all or part of your illustration.
Materials:
● Multiple reference photos you have taken of historic or iconic buildings, 

features, and people in your community (other than at the iconic location used 
in your long term piece)

● White paper, 8.5”x11”
● Pencils, rulers, compasses, and curves (but no stencils)
● Pen & ink and/or non-toxic felt tipped black markers
● Any color drawing media



Vince Brotherton, Onsite Drawing, 1st Place

Artist Explanation: “I chose to do 
the band shell as my coloring book 
cover because if you're in Ashland 
or just driving through you still see 
it even if it’s just for a second.” 



Erica Maclin, Onsite Drawing, 2nd Place

Artist Explanation: “I chose the 
old Chequamegon Hotel. I made it 
half the size of the original and 
half the windows because our 
town is half the size of other 
towns. I chose pencil and colored 
pencil. For the deck I used cross 
hatching. I made the door and 
windows crooked because the 
town was broken and we helped 
build it.”



Onsite Painting Prompt

Georgia O’Keeffe is another famous painter from Wisconsin who is not on the 
artist list this year. With homage to one of the artists who is on this year’s list, 
recreate the Georgia O’Keeffe painting provided with a twist by adding or changing 
elements. Your re-creation may be in any artistic style but should clearly reference 
at least one of the 12 Wisconsin artists or art concepts.
Size: 12x18
Materials:
● Watercolor Paper, stretched canvas, canvas panel or masonite board; 

gessoed if appropriate
● Acrylic, watercolor, or tempera Paint
● Brushes, palette, palette knives, water container
● Drop cloth or other supplies to protect surfaces while painting
● Clean-up supplies



Emma Klaboe-Stephens, Onsite Painting, 2nd Place

Artist Explanation: “ I 
personally enjoy Georgia 
O'Keeffe's paintings, but I 
found this one to be quite 
empty and sad. I 
incorporated flowers and 
trees to make it more my 
style, and because of my 
anticipation for spring.”



Marena Beilfus, Onsite Painting, 3rd Place

Artist Explanation: “I like 
warmer colors so I 
incorporated that instead of 
black and blue.”



Onsite Printmaking Prompt
Regional On-site
Choose an event in Wisconsin history or an aspect of Wisconsin culture. Create a 
mono color print depicting it. Use another medium to colorize your print. The style 
of your print should be inspired by one of this year’s artists or topics and be 
explained in your 4x6 card.
Size: Max 12x12
Materials:
● EZ Cut, linoleum, or Monoprint plate
● Tools to work with chosen printing method
● Printing Ink, Acrylic, or Water Based Paint
● Colored pencil, watercolors (brushes), pen & ink, or other nontoxic color 

media.
● Clean-up supplies (bucket, paper towels, sponge, etc)



Julie Houle,Onsite Printmaking, 2nd Place

Artist Explanation: “I choose to make a 
dreamcatcher to represent the Native 
American culture. Since many of us 
Natives are born and raised in 
Wisconsin it’s one of the most popular 
ones.”



Becca Pupp, Onsite Painting, 1st Place

Artist Explanation: “Every 
year in the cornfield by my 
home I see a great event, the 
migration of the canadian 
geese. I chose this and my 
artistic inspiration is Mr. 
Uttech. I added aspects of 
color with my pencil the way 
he depicts nature was heavily 
referenced.”



Onsite Ceramics Prompt
Create a folk art piece showing an industry, historical event, cultural heritage, 
myth, belief, scientific phenomenon, or other idea with a strong Wisconsin 
connection. Your piece should reflect the style of one of the artists/topics on this 
years list other than Frackelton or Folk Art Environments.
Size: No dimension may exceed 16”
Materials:
● Kiln-fired Clay (not polymer or air dry clays) and prepared slip
● Water container
● Clay tools
● Canvas covered work board and cleanup materials 



Bre Daoust, Onsite ceramics, 1st place

Artist Explanation: “I created 
my piece on Native American 
cultural heritage and beliefs. The 
turtle is from the creation story 
where he carries the whole earth 
on his back, and on top of him is 
a Native American woman 
holding her own creation. (The 
woman is inspired by my friend 
Marissa who is about to have her 
first child)”



Onsite Sculpture Prompt
With the great lakes, thousands of inland lakes, and several major rivers, 
Wisconsin waterways play a significant role in Wisconsin history, industry, and 
culture. Create a sculpture that represents this significance.
Size: Max 12x12x18
Materials
● Foam Core board, aluminum foil, wood, plastic, chicken wire, metal, clay, 

paper mache, or other suitable sculpting and modeling material
● Appropriate non-toxic adhesives and/or hot glue
● Appropriate joining or fasteners such as nails or screws
● Found objects, glass, ceramics or plastic
● Tools to manipulate supplies
● Hair dryer, fan, etc. to speed drying (Optional)



DJ Ash hart, Onsite Sculpture, 1st Place

Artist Explanation: “I made a 
tree because they’re a symbol 
of life (the life our lakes and 
rivers provide). The carvings 
in the tree are of things that 
depend on water. I first built 
the tree from clay and then 
hot glued the beach glass to 
the branches to mimic 
leaves.”



Paul Bianchi, Onsite Sculpture, 1st Place

Artist Explanation: “Since 
Wisconsin is known for its 
lakes and rivers, and these 
have affected the state 
historically  and culturally, I 
wanted to drop wisconsin in 
water, creating a splash, 
accompanied with glass 
collected from the great 
lakes.”



Onsite Graphic Design Prompt
Inspired by one of this year’s 12 twelve Wisconsin artists, create a postcard for a 
fictional town which epitomizes two of what you consider to be Wisconsin’s best 
attributes, features, and/or elements. Be sure to explain your artist and your two 
elements in your explanation card.
Size: 5x7
Materials:
● Computer
● Graphic design software of your choice
● Variety of free-to-use images such as clipart
● Drawing Tablet



Eleanore Falck, Onsite Graphic Design, 1st Place

Artist Explanation:  "To me, 
Wisconsin's best attributes are its 
natural resources and community. For 
this postcard I created a town called 
Summerville which is near a lake. The 
lake and trees represent Wisconsin's 
natural resources and the path 
represents its community. I molded the 
art style after Reginald Baylor's acrylic 
paintings. I first drew the lines and filled 
them in to replicate his straight-edge 
style."



Onsite Personal Adornment Prompt
Choose an artifact or natural item you feel represents “Wisconsin.” Create a 
pouch, purse, pocket, or other carrier especially designed to hold that object or its 
representation. 
Size: Max 8x12x18
Materials:
● ½ yard of leather, canvas, or felt
● Fiber materials of your choice (such as leather, thread, string, yarn, felt, 

canvas, wool)
● Tools for manipulating the fibers (such as knitting needles, crochet hooks or 

awl)
● Felting materials
● Tools for hand-sewing
● Beads (glass, ceramic, metal)



Anastiasa Christianson, Onsite Personal Adornment, 
1st Place

Artist Explanation: “Wisconsin borders the great 
Lake Superior. I have lived on this lake all my life, 
and no matter where I go in all the world, I know in  
Wisconsin is my home, the beautiful bay here in 
Ashland, which is represented by the golden bead 
on my Lake Superior on my pouch. At my home, I 
love to collect rocks, seaglass, and shells, which is 
what the pouch is for.” 



Onsite Digital Photo Prompt
Combine photographs of both exterior spaces and of found objects to create 
(digitally “build”) a fictitious Folk Art Environment.
Size: Max 8” x10"
Materials:
● Digital camera
● Image editing software (Photoshop, GIMP, etc.)
● Drawing tablet
● Portable light source (optional)



Morgan Meierotto, 
Onsite Digital 
Photo, 2nd Place

Artist Explanation: “My combined pictures (collage) has significant meanings for each 
image. The stained glass sunset represents a broken “natural” beauty. Despite hardships, 
beauty goes on. The definition the cat tail follows that also. The corridor with rippled 
backgrounds demonstrates travel, but not knowing what will come. The closed door with 
a bench nearby signifies new beginnings and ends, but a choice of giving up or 
continuing on (bench). Lastly, the stone bird and trees imply that things may seem set in 
stone, but it colors and attributes.”



State VAC is April 6th and 7th at UW-Madison
We will post the individual and team placements when we have the results!


